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Unit	3	Sentence	Connector	(1):	The	
 
Jeff (J)ħHello, everyone. I am Jeff Gayman. Welcome to our special lecture “Modular Approach to Reading”. 
In Unit 3, we will examine one of the most important sentence connectors in English; namely the article the. 
Satoshi (S)ħ,#�;�;$�'��ø ���&YNJM '�ÅËkýĊ¡ôö
üº!�6£�ć the$
���©�õ��,+�� 
 

Known/Old	Information	vs.	New	Information 	

Jeff: Let us start by looking at the following worm-eaten sentences in Japanese. 
�7�7&cñĖ$�'�	�
�:�76!��4�"�4:�76!�7�7ûÜ#Á$#5+�	ĩ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes. For (1), it is most natural to put wa, and for (2), ga makes the sentence most natural, but why is this so? 
��à' 2Ě&ęĄ¥$ÿ�+��� 
Wa makes the subject noun phrase the Topic of the sentence, and in most cases, the topic subject is known or 
old information to both the speaker and the hearer.  
�'�&ėĂ#Ñù& 1�!���Á&gĊ:Äç&·�!���Á&MOJB!��¿é�6!��}�
�
5+�� 
And the following part of the sentence, that is, the predicate gives new information about the subject.  
ďĊ&Ė�'�&gĊ$Ę�6Â��·�:e�6}�:���+�� 
How about (2) then? 
�¡à
 1k�²:���+��� 
In this case, the whole sentence is presented as new information. 
�&��'�Á�t
Â·�!��¿é�7��+�%� 
OK? Now let us consider the English counterparts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“The professor went to the reading room there” sounds most natural in this context. This the attached to 
professor makes the subject noun phrase the topic and the known/old information. 
�& the'�professor
Äç&·� �5��&Á&MOJB �6�!:S_B���+�� 
And the predicate part went to the reading room there provides new information about the subject. 

[þĠ�Áµ~C_U] 
(1) ªâ�à
��È¥$�+����à___ 2Ě&ęĄ¥$áj
�6& �� 
(2) Ê 9Ç$ CALLÀ¥:ă��,6!�¡à___ 1k�²:���+��� 

[Worm-Eaten Sentences] 
What would you put on the underlined parts to make the sentences natural, the or a? 
(1) Professor Yamada visited the library. ____ professor went to the reading room 
there.  
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����ďĊ&Ė�
��&gĊ$Ę��Â��·�:ď*��+�� 
In (2), on the other hand, the indefinite article a is most natural here to attach to student, and crucially, the 
whole sentence constitutes the relevant new information. 
“a student was studying there”. 
�&��'Á�t
Â��·�!��¿é�7��+�� 
Let us summarize the point so far. 
 

Interim	Summary 	

In English, it is often the case that the subject with the definite article the is the topic and old information, 
and the predicate provides new information about the subject. When the subject has the indefinite article a, 
on the other hand, the whole sentence is presented as a new information unit.  
 
 [Á [The + X] + [predicate … ]] 
     Topic new information 
 old information 
 
 [Á [A + X] + [predicate … ]] 

    new information 
 
Therefore, Context A and Context B can be completely different.  
 

Context A “… and the student was reading papers” 
Context B “… and a student was reading papers” 

 
gĊ$ the
o���6&	�a
o���6&	&ē��� �Á&¸�1v976Áú'��9��6
& ��the! a&ē�$Ù¸:��� reading:�6�! �Ôè#ßą$�#
6& �� 
 

The	as	an	important	sentence	connector:	The 	

Now, bearing this in mind, let us consider the following English passage. 
 

I have an English class this afternoon. The topic is about a farmer who owns a rabbit,  
a gorilla, and a carrot. The textbook is not very interesting, but the professor makes  
the students involved so that the class always turns out to be active and stimulating. 

 
Now let us focus on the function of several occurrences of the article the in this text. It is easy to understand 
why we have the on this word class here. 
�lĈğ���6ýĊ&B[H�!��¸� �the
o�! �b& an English class!ï)��+�� 
Likewise, because of the presence of the, the word topic is connected to this English class. 
topic!���Ċ$ the
o���6�! ��&¾Ð&MOJB �6!��ï)��
Æè$�7��+�� 
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The other occurrences of the function the same way in this passage. Because of the presence of the, the word 
textbook is connected to this English class, and so are the words professor and students. 
the
o���6�!$3���textbook!���Ċ/�professor/ students/��7�7,#��& passage
 Ĉğ!#���6ýĊ&B[H$Ę�6/& �6!���!
�'��5!é�7��69� �� 
You might think that you can comprehend an English passage if you simply understand the meaning of 
content words such as textbook, professor, students, and so on. 
ã�;&f$'������¦Ċ&¸����	7(ýĊ'Č.6!¶���6k/�6	/�7+�;%� 
However, articles such as the also play a significant role in English sentences. Sometimes, they are even 
more important than other words as sentence connectors. 
��$3��'�the$��;!Ùä�#�7(�ýĊ:Ô�Č,�7#�	/�7+�;� 
So it is a very good idea to pay close attention to the article the when you read English passages. 
 
[Jang san and Jeff on the scene, together with a stuffed gorilla, a stuffed rabbit, and a carrot] 
Jang: Hi Jeff.  
Jeff: What’s wrong? 
Jang san: I have a problem. I possess a gorilla, a rabbit, and a carrot, and I have to bring them to the other 
side of the river, but my boat is too small and I can put only one of them with me on the boat at one time. 
Jeff [a bit puzzled]: So … what is the problem? 
Jang: Well, the rabbit will eat the carrot if they are alone and I am not with them. I want to keep the carrot 
for my dinner. And the gorilla will tease, and even hurt, the rabbit if they are alone and I am not with them. 
I don’t want my rabbit to get hurt. 
Jeff: So the question is how you can move all of your possessions to the other side of the river without the 
carrot and the rabbit being damaged, right? 
Jang san: Yes! 
 

English	Puzzle:	 ?	

Jang san'û�&¹ÉÝ�?EAĦ��D\[ĦĞ�k�ĦË:R_M$h����¨z&«$ 
Ē(#�7(#5+�;��	��pc&Íq
�5+�� 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
���R_M$' Jang san&n�`±$ 1��	h�47+�;�?EA!k�:ó���!�?EA
k
�:Ġ*��+�+��D\[!?EA:ó���!�D\['?EA:|����+�+��Jang san '
"�1��4�¹ÉÝ 3�:Ûj$&�¨z+ Ē*6 �2�	ĩ 
Stop the video now, and try to solve this puzzle. Write your answer in English. 
 

[Conditions] 
^only one item with Jang san on the boat at a time 
^the rabbit and the carrot cannot be left alone 
^the gorilla and the rabbit cannot be left alone 
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Solution:	 	

How are you doing? Well, I’m going to show you a solution, but as a set of worm-eaten sentences. Try to fill 
in the blanks. 
�7 'ą×Ø& 1�:îm�+�2��þĠ�Á é�+�& �Ĕ�#ý�Ċ:�7����� 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So have you enjoyed the puzzle? Now, what did you put in these blanks? 
�7 TJFZ]Ûj¢i �����,#�;'�cñĖ$u:�7+��	ĩ 
 
Ôą'�� the �%� 
 

What	if	we	do	not	use	the	properly?	The ?	

Now, in a typical gap-filler question, you might imagine something like this. 
Đ®&ë�.�ğ'�c&3�#/&	/�7+�;%� 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
�	��¤ě$'��ć$Ù¸:��6�!/!�/ėĂ#& ��ã�;&f$'��&3�$È��k'�

+�;	? 
Some of you might have written something like the following. 
 
 
 
 

[Worm-Eaten Sentences] 
First, Jang san brings ____ rabbit to the other side of the river. 
Next, Jang san brings ____ gorilla to the other side of the river, and 
brings ____ rabbit back to the original side of the river. Then, Jang 
san puts ____ rabbit on the shore and brings ____ carrot to the other 
side of the river. 
 
Finally, Jang san brings ____ rabbit to the other side of the river 
again, and mission completed! 

[Worm-Eaten Sentences] 
First, Jang san brings the ____ to the other side of the river. Next, Jang san brings the ____ 
to the other side of the river, and brings the ____ back to the original side of the river. Then, 
Jang san puts the ____ on the shore and brings the ____ to the other side. Finally, Jang san 
brings the ____ to the other side of the river again, and mission completed! 

 

Come on Jang 
san! You are 
almost there! 
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This is one of the typical mistakes occasionally made by Japanese students. 
�7 'lĈğ$#���6?EA�� '#�Â��?EA
";";�����+�+�� 
It may turn out that you have four different rabbits by the end of the story. 
Ok, let us wrap up. 
 

Wrap	Up	 	

Today, we have learned some of the important functions of the English definite article the. Just like 
Japanese wa or ga, the in English is an important sentence connector. It sometimes marks a word as the 
topic of the sentence. And the clearly indicates that the word with the connects to other expressions 
presented within the same passage. Pay careful attention to the definite article the. Then your 
understanding of English sentences will be much more accurate. 
�ć& the$Ù¸:»�#
4Č-!�ýÁ&¸�:35Ôè$ßą �+������È��5Ĉ��5�6
!�$/�ûÜ#ýĊ
��63�$#6 �2�� 
This will also help you with writing and speaking English in a clear fashion. 
 
[Jeff, Jang san, and Satoshi on the scene] 
[Jang san holding the stuffed rabbit and the carrot; Satoshi holding the stuffed gorilla, the gorilla teasing 
the rabbit]  
Well, that’s all for today. Good luck, keep up the good work, and see you next time. 
 
 
ĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨĨ 

Tips	from	Center	for	Language	Learning	 (5)	

 

�the&�6#�
��;#$ėĂ �	�!��Ď�:!�"���+����$3��'�å³$ėĂ$#
5+��Þ$�rĈ '�dûÜ#v�Ã
���/÷�º
ā��5xÔ��5��ßą��76�!/�

5+�
�È����$'�!�/dûÜ#++ßą�7��+�+��Ò&w:õ��,+�2�� 

[Worm-Eaten Sentences: common mistake] 
First, Jang san brings  a  rabbit to the other side of the river. Next, Jang san brings  a  
gorilla to the other side of the river, and brings  a  rabbit back to the original side of the 
river. Then, Jang san puts  a  rabbit on the shore and brings  a  carrot to the other 
side. Finally, Jang san brings  a  rabbit to the other side of the river again, and mission 
completed! 
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[wĦ ] 
ģÏ&ÇQ_UHL>:��@_M[\=&QHMP<T\_$��°&  A;
�+���#;!�l°&
�$�Ì¯ġ �& ${Ür�+��� 
 
A;ħHi, Tomo! What a surprise! 
�#�ħHey! Is it you? What a surprise! What brings you here? 
A;ħI’m now traveling around Japan during summer. What do you do now? 
�#�ħI’m the college student.  (I’m a college student.) 
 
��¡à ����¡$Đ���+��!Ć���Áú �the'��dûÜ �%�a college student!Ć�*
� �2��I’m studying at a university#" /3���&Áú the college student!��#5Ć�!���
¡à4��Ë³&�¡à'û���!��3�#¸�$ċą�7��+�	/�7+�;� 
 
[w 2] 
@\]OJB&íÚ ��ģđÖæ�
�ğ$#�����!
�5+���ĉ.6*�	�êÓ	#"��&

3�#Ģ�&f�ĕº��'��č'Öæ '#�û���&Ú�!¼Ā �+6&��!��¶�/²�

��3� ���¬ĕº
�&Ç�pc&3�#ýÁ
È���6 TFWK:æ��+��� 
 
 I am the swimmer. 
 
��' the
ėĂ#´�:Î����+�%��Ú�&'y�ĤÖæ�0#�ĥ�!��VJI_G �2�� 
�&��' a swimmer!��'�NX=]H
�s95+�;� 
 
�	
�ć �
�ėĂ#¸�Ñù:½���6& ��Reading&Ç$ĤĜ���Ċ
#�	4!Ć���ĝ
�Õ ßą���+9�$ĥ����$ the
o���6&'#��8���#���$'�ć
u/o���#
�&�8��#"�a§$èĉ�#
4Č-òô:ð�6!�È�º&¸�:Ôè$ßą �6�� #�û

� Ĉ��5È��5�6!�$/��$´$ì� �2�� 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


